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In this paper we study the asymptotic equivalence of a general system of 1-D
conservation laws and the corresponding relaxation model proposed by S. Jin and
Z. Xin (1995, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 48, 235277) in the limit of small relaxation
rate. It is shown that if the relaxation system satisfies the subcharacteristic condi-
tion and the solution of the hyperbolic conservation laws is piecewise smooth with
a finite number of noninteracting shocks satisfying the entropy condition, then
there exist solutions of the relaxation systems that converge to the solution of the
original conservation laws (‘‘equilibrium’’ system) at a rate of order = as the rate of
relaxation = goes to zero. The proof uses a matched asymptotic analysis and an
energy estimate related to the nonlinear stability theory for viscous shock
profiles.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [3], Jin and Xin proposed to approximate a general system of hyper-
bolic conservation laws
t u+x f (u)=0, u # Rn (1.1)
using the following relaxation model
t u+xv=0,





where =>0 is the rate of relaxation which is comparable to the concept of
mean free path in kinetic theory (Boltzmann equation, BGK model) and
a is a positive constant satisfying the subcharacteristic condition
a>*2, *=max |*i (u)|, 1in, (1.3)
where *1 (u)< } } } <*n (u) are the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix f $(u).
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One of the main advantages of the system (1.2) is its local relaxation
structure and linearity in convection, thus one can solve this system quite
easily by underresolved stable numerical discretizations using neither
Riemann solvers spatially nor nonlinear systems of algebraic equations
solvers temporally. Note that the formulation of the relaxation model (1.2)
naturally extends to multidimensional case; see [3]. In this paper we
restrict ourselves to the simpler one dimensional case.
Formal asymptotic expansion (ChapmanEnskog) indicates that (1.1) is
exactly the ‘‘Euler’’ equation (first order approximation) of (1.2) and the
‘‘NavierStokes’’ equation (second order approximation) of (1.2) is given
by
t u+x f (u)==((aI& f $(u)2) ux)x . (1.4)
The subcharacteristic condition (1.3) is imposed as a stability condition
to preserve the proper causality. In the linear case [10], (1.3) is exactly the
condition for ‘‘stiff well-posedness’’ allowing for uniform (in =) L2 energy
estimates for solutions of system (1.2) in terms of initial data.
The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the asymptotic equiv-
alence of (1.1) and (1.2) when the rate of relaxation = goes to zero. There
have been many recent studies on this problem and on other related
problems, see, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 6, 7]. Most of these results concern the scalar
case only, i.e., n=1. The monotonicity property of the scalar relaxation
model played an essential role in [7], but it no longer holds for systems
(n>1) unless in the trivial decoupled case. There are also some other work
dealing with the more difficult IBVP, see, e.g., [4, 8, 10].
We show that any piecewise smooth solution, u0 (x, t) of (1.1), with
finitely many noninteracting shocks satisfying the entropy condition, is a
strong limit as = a 0 of solutions of u= (x, t), of (1.2). For simplicity of
presentation, we only discuss the case in which u0 is a single shock solution
of (1.1). More precisely, we assume
(1) u0 (x, t) is a distributional solution of the hyperbolic conservation
laws (1.1) in the region R_[0, T];
(2) There is a smooth curve, the p-shock, x=s(t), 0tT, so that














exist and are finite for tT and k=0, 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Let r1 (u), ..., rn (u) be the corresponding right eigenvectors of f $(u), and
R(u) be the matrix whose columns consist of r1 (u), ..., rn (u). Then
L(u) f $(u) R(u)=diag[*1 (u), ..., *n (u)], L(u)=R(u)&1. (1.6)
Of course, the piecewise smooth solution u0 (x, t) satisfies the Rankine
Hugoniot condition







The main result of this paper is
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the system (1.1) is strictly hyperbolic and
that the p-th characteristic family is genuinely nonlinear. There exist +0>0

















Then for each = # (0, =0], there is a smooth solution (u= (x, t), v= (x, t)) of
(1.2) with
x u= # C1 ([0, T]: H 1(R)) (1.10)






|u0 (x, t)&u= (x, t)|2 dxC#=#, (1.11)
sup
0tT, |x&s(t)|=#
|u0 (x, t)&u= (x, t)|C#= , (1.12)
where C# is a positive constant depending only on #.
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
In this section we use the method of matched asymptotic expansions to
construct an approximate solution (u=, v=) to the relaxation system (1.2).
The outer solutions, which are expected to be valid away from the shock,
will be found by the Hilbert expansion; while the inner solutions, valid near
the shock, will be found by the shock layer expansion. The outer and inner
solutions have to satisfy a suitable matching condition so that a uniformly
valid composite approximate solution to (1.2) can be constructed. The
various outer and inner functions will be obtained simultaneously subject
to the matching condition.
2.1. Hilbert Expansion, Shock Layer Expansion, and the Matching Condi-
tions. We start with the Hilbert (outer) expansion. In the region away
from the shock, x=s(t), the solution of (1.2) may be approximated by
truncations of the formal power series:
u= (x, t)tu0 (x, t)+=u1 (x, t)+=2u2 (x, t)+ } } } ,
(2.1)
v= (x, t)tv0 (x, t)+=v1 (x, t)+=2v2 (x, t)+ } } } .
Substituting (2.1) into (1.2) and matching the orders of = leads to
O(=&1) v0= f (u0), (2.2)
O(1) {t u0+xv0=0t v0+axu0=&(v1& f $(u0) u1), (2.3)
O(=) {t u1+xv1=0t v1+axu1=&(v2& f $(u0) u2& 12 f "(u0)(u1 , u1)), (2.4)
O(=2) t u2+x v2=0. (2.5)





Our solution u0 (x, t) to the conservation laws (1.1) gives a natural local
Maxwellian solution to (2.6):
u0 (x, t)=u0 (x, t)
(2.7)
v0 (x, t)= f (u0 (x, t))=v0 (x, t).
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At the next order, we have the equations for (u1 , v1)
t u1+x( f $(u0) u1)=x((aI& f $(u0)2) xu0)
(2.8)
v1= f $(u0) u1&(aI& f $(u0)2) xu0
and similarly, the equations for (u2 , v2),
tu2+x( f $(u0) u2)=&12x( f "(u
0)(u1 , u1))+x(tv1+axu1)
(2.9)
v2= f $(u0) u2+ 12 f "(u
0)(u1 , u1)&(tv1+axu1).
The outer functions (ui (x, t), vi (x, t)) will generally be discontinuous at
the shock x=s(t), but are expected to be sufficiently smooth up to the
shock.
Now we continue with the shock layer (inner) expansion. We expect that
near the shock the solution can be represented by the expansion
u= (x, t)tU0 (!, t)+=U1 (!, t)+=2U2 (!, t)+ } } } ,
(2.10)






is the stretched variable and
$(t, =)=$0 (t)+=$1 (t)+=2$2 (t)+ } } } (2.12)
is the perturbation of the shock position.
Substituting the above expansions into (1.2) and matching powers of =,
we obtain the following equations
&s$!U0+!V0=0O(=&1) (2.13)
&s$!V0+a!U0=&(V0& f (U0)),
&s$! U1+!V1+t U0+$0 $!U0=0O(1) (2.14)
&s$!V1+a!U1+tV0+$0 $!V0=&(V1& f $(U0) U1),
&s$!U2+! V2+$1 $! U0+tU1+$0 $!U1=0
O(=) &s$!V2+a! U2+$1 $! V0+tV1+$0 $! V1 (2.15)
=&(V2& f $(U0) U2& 12 f "(U0)(U1 , U1)).
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We expect both the Hilbert expansion and the shock layer expansion to
be valid in a suitable matching zone where |x&s(t)|  0 and |!|  . This




U1 (!, t)=u1\ (t)+(!&$0) xu0\(t)+o(1),
(2.17)
V1 (!, t)=v1\ (t)+(!&$0) xv0\(t)+o(1),












0 (s(t)\0, t), v0\(t)=v
0 (s(t)\0, t), etc.
Next we start to solve for various orders of outer and inner functions
subject to the matching conditions. The perturbation of the shock location
will also be determined.
The leading order Hilbert solution is a Maxwellian which we choose to
be u0=u0 and v0=v0= f (u0). The leading order shock layer solution
(U0 (!, t), V0 (!, t)) satisfies the shock profile equation (2.13). Integrate
(2.13)1 with respect to ! and note the matching condition (2.16), we obtain
&s$(t) U0 (!, t)+V0 (!, t)= &s$(t) u0&(t)+ f (u
0
&(t))
= &s$(t) u0+(t)+ f (u
0
+(t)).
The above equation is compatible with the RankineHugoniot jumping
condition and can be rewritten as




=s$(t) U0 (!, t)&s$(t) u0+(t)+ f (u
0
+(t)).
Remark. Equation (2.19) shows that matching condition for U0 implies
the matching condition for V0 .
Substituting (2.19) into (2.13)2 , we derive a nonlinear ODE system
for U0




System (2.20) has two critical states U0=u0& and U0=u
0
+ and is exactly
the same as the viscous shock profile [5] except for the positive scaling
constant a&s$2.
Let ,=,(!, ul , _) be the viscous shock profile, that is, , satisfies
! ,= f (,)&_,&( f (ul)&_ul)
,(!=&)=ul , ,(!=+)=ur (2.21)
f (ul)& f (ur)=_(ul&ur).
Then the relaxation shock profile U0 can be expressed as
U0 (!, t)=, \ !a&s$(t)2 , u0&(t), s$(t)+. (2.22)
The matching condition for U0 is automatically satisfied. The following
properties hold for the viscous p-shock profile [5]
! *p (,)<0 \ ! # R (2.23)
{
,(!, ul , _)&u l=O(1) |ul&ur |e&:0 |!|
,
ul


















O(1) |!*p (,)||! ,|O(1) |! *p (,)|
{ |!*p (,)|O(1) |ul&ur |, (2.26)|2!,|O(1) |ul&ur | |! ,|,
where :0 is some positive constant which has the same order as |ul&ur |.
Such properties easily adapt to the relaxation shock profile. Furthermore
we have, as !  \,
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!U0 (!, t)=O(1) e&:0 |!|





0$(t)+O(1) e&:0 |!|= f $(u0\) u\
0$(t)+O(1) e&:0 |!|.
Now we are ready to solve for the first order corrections (u1 , v1) and
(U1 , V1). We will also determine the correction $0 to the shock position.





where c=c(t) # Rn are constants of integration to be determined.
Plugging (2.28) into (2.14)2 , we obtain the following linear ODE system
for U1




&s$(U0t+$$0 U0!)&(V0t+$$0 V0!). (2.29)
The matching condition for U1 requires
U1 (!, t)=u1\ (t)+(!&$0) x u0\(t)+o(1) as !  \ (2.30)
Remark. The leading order (O(!)) behavior of U1 as !  \ is consis-
tent with the ODE system (2.29). This follows from the estimate (2.27)3









U1 (!, t)=U 1 (!, t)+D1 (!, t). (2.32)






and we have the following ODE for U 1 (!, t)
(a&s$2) !U 1=( f $(U0)&s$I ) U 1+$$0 (U0&s$U0!&V0!)+c+G, (2.34)
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where














&:0 |!| as !  \
Furthermore, G(!, t) is bounded and lim!  \ G(!, t)=G\ (t) exist; see
the remark above.
The following matching condition applies to U 1
U 1 (!, t)=u1\ (t)&$0 xu0\(t)+o(1) as !  \. (2.36)
Equation (2.34) is a linear ODE system. We solve for U 1 in terms of the
canonical basis r1 (U0), r2 (U0), ..., rn (U0). Let
U 1 (!, t)= :
n
j=1








#j\ (t) rj (u0\(t)). (2.39)
Therefore
:j (!, t)=lj (U0 (!, t)) } U 1 (!, t) (2.40)
;j\ (t)=lj (u0\ (t)) } u1\ (t) (2.41)
#j\ (t)=l j (u0\ (t)) } xu
0
\ (t). (2.42)
The matching condition for U1 (!, t) or U 1 (!, t) therefore reduces to
:j\ (t)= lim
!  \
: j (!, t)=;j\ (t)&$0 (t)#j\ (t) (2.43)
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and the equation for U 1 (!, t) in the canonical coordinates becomes




:i lj! (U0) } ri (U0)+lj (U0)($$0 (U0&s$U0!&V0!)+c+G). (2.44)
The following lemma can be proved in the same fashion as in [5].
Lemma 2.1. The above system (2.44) has a uniformly bounded smooth




lj (u0&) } (c+$$0u
0
&+G&)+O(1) e
&:0 |!| as !  &
1
s$&*j (u0+)
lj (u0+) } (c+$$0u
0
++G+)+O(1) e




: j (!, t)=
1
s$&*j (u0\)
lj (u0\) } (c+$$0 u
0
\+G\). (2.45)
The matching condition (2.43) becomes




\))(;j\ &$0# j\). (2.46)
At this stage, we turn to solve (2.8) for u1 (x, t). In order to do so, we
actually have to solve two linear hyperbolic initial boundary value
problems, one on the left of the shock x=s(t), and the other on the right
of the shock. The Lax entropy condition guarantees the boundary, x=s(t),
is noncharacteristic for both IBVP. The suitable boundary condition is, for
the left IBVP, to specify ;1& , ..., ;( p&1)& in terms of ;p& , ..., ;n& , and for
the right IBVP, to specify ;( p+1)+ , ..., ;n+ in terms of ;1+ , ..., ;p+ .
Denote
;out=(;1& , ..., ;( p&1)& ; ;( p+1)+ , ..., ;n+) # Rn&1
; in=(;p& , ..., ;n& ; ;1+ , ..., ;p+) # Rn+1 (2.71)
It’s not hard to see that $0 (t), c(t), and ;out (2n unknowns) can be solved
from the 2n equations (2.46) in terms of ;in . We refer to [5] for details.
Therefore, the two IBVP for u1 (x, t) are well-posed and the solution
u1 (x, t) will be smooth up to the shock provided that the initial data,
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u1 (x, 0), is chosen to satisfy the appropriate compatibility conditions at
x=s(0). Finally, v1 (x, t) is determined from (2.8)2 .
Thus we have found the first order outer and inner solutions
(u1 , v1), (U1 , V1) and the leading order perturbation $0 of the shock posi-
tion. But there is still one more thing to check:
Lemma 2.2. (V1 , v1) satisfies the matching condition






v1= f $(u0) u1&(aI& f $(u0)2) xu0.
Therefore,
A\ (!, t)#v1\ (t)+(!&$0) xv0\ (t)&V1 (!, t)
=f $(u0\) u1\&(aI& f $(u
0
\)













rj (u0\) } (*j (u0\);j\ &s$: j\ +lj (u0\) } ($$0u0\+c+G\)
&$0* j (u0\) #j\)+O(1) e&: |!|
as !  \.
From (2.45), we have
A\ (!, t)= :
n
j=1
*j (u0\)(; j\&:j\&$0# j\) + O(1) e
&: |!|.
Now the matching condition (2.43) immediately yields
A\ (!, t)=O(1) e&:0 |!| as !  \.
This proves the lemma. K
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The higher order outer and inner functions can be constructed similarly.
In particular, the next order corrections, (u2 , v2), (U2 , V2), and $1 can be
solved from (2.9), (2.15), and (2.18). We skip the details.
2.2. Approximate Solutions. Having solved the matched Hilbert and
shock layer expansions, we are now ready to construct a smooth
approximate solution to system (1.2).
Set




+=2U2 \x&s(t)= +$0+=$1 , t+ (2.48)




+=2V2 \x&s(t)= +$0+=$1 , t+ (2.49)
Ou (x, t)=u0 (x, t)+=u1 (x, t)+=2u2 (x, t),
x{s(t)
(2.50)
Ov (x, t)=v0 (x, t)+=v1 (x, t)+=2v2 (x, t) (2.51)
Let m( y) be a C 0 (R) function such that
0m( y)1, m( y)={1, | y|10, | y|2. (2.52)
Let : # ( 23 , 1) be a constant. We define the approximate solution as
u = (x, t)=m \x&s(t)=: + I u (x, t)+\1&m \
x&s(t)
=: ++ Ou (x, t)+d(x, t)
(2.53)
v = (x, t)=m \x&s(t)=: + I v (x, t)+\1&m \
x&s(t)
=: ++ Ov (x, t)+e(x, t),
(2.54)
where (d(x, t), e(x, t)) are the higher order correction terms to be deter-
mined.
Using the structures of the various orders of inner and outer solutions
and, of course, the matching conditions, we can obtain the estimates
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 lx (I
u&Ou)=O(1) =(3&l ) :
for =:|x&s(t)|2=: (2.55)
 lx (I






(Ov& f (Ou))=O(1) =2
t I u+xI v=O(1) =2:
for |x&s(t)|2=:. (2.57)
t I v+axI u+
1
=
(I v& f (Iu))=O(1) =3:&1
Then for the approximate solution (u =, v =), we have
tu =+xv ==m(t Iu+xI v)+(1&m)(tOu+xOv)




(v =& f (u =))
=m[t I v+axI u+
1
=









[e+mf (Iu)+(1&m) f (Ou)& f (mIu+(1&m) Ou+d )].
We choose (d(x, t), e(x, t)) such that
t u =+xv ==0,
that is,
t d+xe=&m(tI u+xI v)&mt (I u&Ou)&mx(I v&Ov)
(2.58)
d(x, 0)=e(x, 0)=0.
Temporarily neglecting the second (nonlinear) equation, we impose an
easier linear relation instead between d(x, t) and e(x, t) in order to close
the system for (d, e)
e=#0 d
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with #02 max0tT |*p\ (t)|. Denote
E1 (x, t)#&m(tI u+xI v)&mt (I u&Ou)&mx(I v&Ov).
Then we have the estimates
E1=O(1) =2:,  lxE1=O(1) =
(2&l ) :
supp E1 /[(x, t) : |x&s(t)|2=:, 0tT].
Thus we have a decoupled inhomogeneous linear hyperbolic system for
d(x, t)
t d+#0xd=E1 (x, t)
d(x, 0)=0.
Lemma 2.3. The solution d(x, t) has compact support and admits the
bounds
 lxd=O(1) =
(3&l ) :,  lt d=O(1) =
(3&l ) :, \ (x, t) # R_[0, T].
Proof. See [9, Lemma 3.5]. K
Similar estimates hold for e(x, t). Let
E2 (x, t)#t v =+axu =+
1
=
(v =& f (u =))
Then we have the estimates








| lxE2 (x, t)|
2 dx dtO(1) =2(3&l ) :&2.
3. STABILITY ANALYSIS
We now show that there exist exact solutions (u=, v=) to the relaxation
system (1.2) in a neighborhood of the approximated solution (u =, v =) which
we have constructed in Section 2, for = sufficiently small, and the
asymptotic behavior of the relaxation solution is governed by (u =, v =). We
first decompose the exact relaxation solution as a superimposition of
(u =, v =) and an error term, and derive an integrated error equation. Then
after appropriate scalings, we can bound the error term by using energy
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estimates. The decay of the error term as = a 0 will later enable us to estab-
lish the asymptotic equivalence between the relaxation system (1.2) and the
equilibrium system of conservation laws (1.1).
3.1. Error Equation. Suppose (u= (x, t), v= (x, t)) is the exact solution
to the relaxation system (1.2) with the same initial data as those of
(u = (x, t), v = (x, t)). We decompose
u= (x, t)=u = (x, t)+w (x, t)
(3.1)
v= (x, t)=v = (x, t)+z (x, t).
Then, we have
t w +xz =0
t z +axw =&
1
=
[z & f $(u =) w )&Q(u =, w )]&E2 (x, t) (3.2)
w (x, t=0)=0, z (x, t=0)=0,
where
Q(u =, w )= f (u =+w )& f (u =)& f $(u =) w
and
|Q(u =, w )|O(1) |w | 2, for small w .
Now we use the well-known partial anti-derivative technique for (3.2) as
the first n equations are in conservative form. Therefore we assume
w (x, t)=x w~ (x, t). (3.3)
Then
z (x, t)=&tw~ (x, t) (3.4)






[t w~ + f $(u =) xw~ +Q(u =, xw~ )]+E2 (x, t)
(3.5)
w~ (x, 0)=0, tw~ (x, 0)=0
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=&[(w{&s$wy)+ f $(u =) wy+Q(u =, wy)]+=E2 (=y+s(={), ={) (3.7)
w( y, 0)=w{ ( y, 0)=0.
Our task is to show, for = sufficiently small, the above nonlinear hyper-
bolic system admits a smooth ‘‘small’’ solution up to {=T=.
Proposition 3.1 (A Priori Estimate). Suppose that the Cauchy problem
has a solution w # C1 ([0, {0]; H2 (R1)) for some {0 # (0, T=]. There exist
positive constants +1 , =1 , ’1 and C which are independent of =, + and {0 such
that if 0<==1 , ++1 and
N({0)# sup
0{{0




&w( } , {)&2H 2+|
{0
0
&wy ( } , {)&2H1 d{C=
6:&3.
The proof of the above proposition occupies the rest of this section. We
first diagonalize the system (3.7). Thus we define
%( y, {)=L(u =) w( y, {) (3.9)
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and rewrite system (3.7) as
(%{&s$%y){&s$(%{&s$%y)y&a%yy+%{+(4(u =)&s$) %y+2M(%{&s$%y)
&2aN%y+F%+L(u =) Q(u =, R(u =)(%y+N%))==L(u =) E2 (3.10)
%( y, 0)=%{ ( y, 0)=0,
where
N=L(u =) yR(u =), M=L(u =)({&s$y) R(u =),
H=L(u =) 2yR(u
=), K=L(u =)({&s$y)2 R(u =), (3.11)
F=K&aH+M+4(u =) N.
The following estimates can be easily verified from our constructions
and will be needed in establishing the a priori estimates in the subsequent
subsections.
u = (x, t)=U0+O(1) =: if |x&s(t)|2=:,
(3.12)
u = (x, t)=u0+O(1) = if |x&s(t)|=:,
y u ==myU0+O(1) =, {u ==O(1) =,
(3.13)
2y u
==O(1) +myU0+O(1) =, 2{ u
==O(1) =2, {yu ==O(1) =,
N=O(1) my*p (U0)+O(1) =, M=O(1) my *p (U0)+O(1) =,
H=O(1) +m |y*p (U0)|+O(1) =, K=O(1) +m |y*p (U0)|+O(1) =,
F=O(1) m |y*p (U0)|+O(1) =. (3.14)







3.2. Basic Energy Estimates. In this subsection we establish the follow-
ing basic energy estimate for solutions to (3.10):
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Lemma 3.2 (Basic Energy Estimate). Let w # C1 ([0, {0]; H2 (R)) be a
solution to (3.7) for some {0 # (0, T=]. There exist positive constants
+2 , ’2=’2 (+2), and =2==2 (+2) such that if 0<++2 , 0<==2 and
N({0)= sup
0{{0






















m |y *p (U0)| w2 d{ dyO(1) =6:&3 for all { # [0, {0],
where O(1) is a suitable constant independent of =, + and {0 .
Proof. Multiply (3.19) on the left by % and integrate over
[0, {0]_(&, ), we obtain after integration by part that
| [ 12%2+%(%{&s$%y)]( y, {) dy+|| [a%2y&(%{&s$%y)2] dy d{
+|| {&12 :i y* i (u
=)%2i +2%M(%{&s$%y)&2a%N%y+%F%= dy d{
+|| %L(u =) Q dy d{== || %L(u =) E2 dy d{ (3.16)
Multiply (3.10) by (%{&s$%y) and integrate by part, and we have
| [ 12a%2y+ 12 (%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy
+|| [(%{&s$%y)2+:
i
*i (u =)(%i{&s$%iy) % iy] dy d{
+|| [2(%{&s$%y) M(%{&s$%y)&2a(%{&s$%y) N%y
+(%{&s$%y) F%] dy d{+(%{&s$%y) L(u =) Q dy d{
== || (%{&s$%y) L(u =) E2 dy d{ (3.17)
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Now it follows from (3.16) and (3.17) ((3.16)+2 } (3.17)) that
| [ 12%2+%(%{&s$%y)+a%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy
+|| _a%2y+(%{&s$%y)2+:i 2* i (u
=)(% i{&s$%iy) %iy& dy d{
+|| {&12 :i y*i (u
=) %2i +2%M(%{&s$%y)+4(%{&s$%y) M(%{&s$%y)
&2a%N%y&4a(%{&s$%y) N%y+%F%+2(%{&s$%y) F%= dy d{
+|| (%+2(%{&s$%y)) L(u =) Q dy d{
== || (%+2(%{&s$%y)) L(u =) E2 dy d{. (3.18)
We observe that 12%
2+%(%{&s$%y)+(%{&s$%y)2+a%2y is positive definite,
and hence the first term in (3.18) controls
| [%2+%2{+%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy.
As a consequence of the subcharacteristic condition (1.3), a%2y+(%{&s$%y)
2+
i 2*i (u =)(%i{&s$%iy)%iy is also positive definite, therefore the second term in
(3.18) controls
|| [%2{ +%2y+(%{&s$%y)2] dy d{.
Next we estimate the integral  12  i y* i (u




y*i (u =) %2i dy d{
= 12 || :
i
{* i (u =) yu =%2i dy d{
= 12 || \:i m{*i (u
=) yU0 %2i +O(1) =%
2+ dy d{
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= 12 || :
i
my*i (U0) %2i dy d{+O(1) =
: || myU0 %2 dy d{
+O(1) = || %2 dy d{
= 12 || my*p (U0) %2p dy d{+O(1) =: || my*p (U0) %2p dy d{
+O(1) || :
i{ p
m |y*p (U0)| %2i dy d{+O(1) = || %2 dy d{. (3.40)
Next from (3.14), we have the estimates
} || 2%M(%{&s$%y) dy d{ }
& || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{+O(1) &&1 || |M%|2 dy d{
& || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{+O(1) &&1+ || m |y*p (U0)| %2p dy d{
+O(1) &&1+ || :
i{ p
m |y*p (U0)| %2i dy d{+O(1) =
2 || %2 dy d{,
} || 2a%N%y dy d{ }
& || %2y dy d{+O(1) &&1|| |%N|2 dy d{
& || %2y dy d{+O(1) &&1+ || m |y *p (U0)| %2p dy d{
+O(1) &&1+ || :
i{ p
m |y*p (U0)| %2i dy d{+O(1) =
2 || %2 dy d{,
} || 4(%{&s$%y) M(%{&s$%y) dy d{ }
O(1) + || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{+O(1) = || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{,
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} || 4a(%{&s$%y) N%y dy d{ }
O(1) & || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{+O(1) &&1 || |N%y | 2 dy d{
O(1) & || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{+O(1) &&1+2 || |%y |2 dy d{
+O(1) &&1=2 || |%y |2 dy d{,
} || 2(%{&s$%y) F% dy d{ }
& || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{+O(1) &&1 || |F%|2 dy d{
& || (%{&s$%y)2 dy d{+O(1) &&1+ || m |y *p (U0)| %2p dy d{
+O(1) &&1+ || m |y*p (U0)| :
k{ p
%2k dy d{+O(1) &
&1=2 || |%|2 dy d{.
Next, we estimate the nonlinear terms  (%+2%{&2s$%y) L(u =) Q dy d{.
For % and %y small, we have
|Q(u =, R(u =)(%y+N%))|O(1) |%y+N%| 2
O(1) |%y |2+O(1) +m |y *p (U0)| %2+O(1) =2%2
thus
} || (%+2%{&2s$%y) L(u =) Q(u =, R(u =)(%y+N%)) dy d{ }
O(1) &%&L || %2y dy d{+O(1) + &%&L || m |y *p (U0)| %2 dy d{
+O(1) &%y&L || ((%{&s$%y)2+%2y) dy d{
+O(1) + &%&L || ((%{&s$%y)2+m |y*p (U0)| %2) dy d{
+O(1) =2 &%&L || ((%{&s$%y)2+%2) dy d{.
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And for the residual terms, we have the estimate
} = || (%+2%{&2s$%y) L(u =) E2 dy d{ }
= || (%2+(%{&s$%y)2) dy d{+O(1) = || E2 (=y+s(={), ={)2 dy d{
== || (%2+(%{&s$%y)2) dy d{+O(1) =&1 || E2 (x, t)2 dx dt
== || (%2+(%{&s$%y)2) dy d{+O(1) =6:&3.
Finally, we estimate the integral %F% dy d{. Here we need a more
careful estimate for F than in (3.14):
F=m(4(U0)&s$) L(U0) yR(U0)+O(1)(=:++) m |y*p (U0)|+O(1) =.
Therefore, we have
} || %F% dy d{ }
:
k } || myU0k%(4(U0)&s$) L(U0) kR(U0) % dy d{ }
+O(1)(=:++) || m |y*p (U0)| %2 dy d{+O(1) = || %2 dy d{
 :
i, j, k
O(1) || m |y*p (U0) &%i& * i (U0)&s$ &[L(U0) k R(U0)] ij& % j | dy d{
+O(1)(=:++) || m |y*p (U0)| %2 dy d{+O(1) = || %2 dy d{
O(1)(&+++=:) || m |y *p (U0)| %2p dy d{
+O(1)(&&1+++1+=:) || m |y*p (U0)| :
k{ p
%2p dy d{
+O(1) = || %2 dy d{,
where we have used the fact
*p (U0)&s$=O(1) +.
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Choosing the constant & suitably small and summarizing the above
estimates, we arrive at
Lemma 3.3. For sup0{{0 &%&L+&%y&L , = and + sufficiently small,
we have
| [%2+%2{+%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy
+|| [%2{+%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy d{
+|| m |y*p (U0)| %2p dy d{
O(1) || m |y*p (U0)| :
k{ p
%2k dy d{
+O(1) = || %2 dy d{+O(1) =6:&3.
Combined with the transversal estimates, Lemma 3.5, in the next subsec-
tion, Lemma 3.3 yields,
| [%2+%2{+%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy
+|| [%2{+%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy d{
+|| m |y*p (U0)| %2 dy d{











%2 d{ dy+O(1) =6:&3.







%2 d{ dyO(1) =6:&4 for {{0T=.
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Therefore,
Lemma 3.4. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.3, we have
| [%2+%2{+%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy
+|| [%2{+%2y+(%{&s$%y)2]( y, {) dy d{
+|| m |y*p (U0)| %2 dy d{
O(1) =6:&3.
As
w=R(u =) %, wy=R(u =)(%y+N%), w{=R(u =)(%{+(M+s$N) %),
Lemma 3.2 follows easily from Lemma 3.4, and the estimate on N and M,
namely, (3.14)1 . K
3.3. Estimates on Transversal Waves. Our aim in this subsection is to
estimate the transversal waves, i.e.,  m |y*p (U0)| k{ p %2k dy d{.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose %( y, {) is uniformly bounded. &0>0. For suitably
small + and =, the following estimate holds
:
k{ p
|| |y*p (U0)| %2k dy d{
O(1) + | %2 ( y, {) dy+O(1) + | (%{&s$%y)2 ( y, {) dy
+O(1) = || %2 dy d{+O(1) + || m |y *p (U0)| %2p dy
+&0 || [%2{+{2y+(%{&s$%y)2] dy d{+O(1) =6:&3.
Proof. For k{ p, we can rewrite Eq. (3.10) as
%ky=(*k (U0)&s$)&1[(*k (U0)&*k (u =)) %ky
&(%k{&s$%ky){+s$(%k{&s$%ky)y+a%2y%k&%k{
&[2M(%{&s$%y)&2aN%y+F%+L(u =) Q&=L(u =) E2]k]
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thus
| |y*p (U0)| %2k dy




%k[(*k (U0)&*k (u =)) %ky&(%k{&s$%ky){
+s$(%k{&s$%ky)y+a%2y%k&%ky
&[2M(%{&s$%y)&2aN%y+F%+L(u =) Q&=L(u =) E2]k] dy. (3.19)
We will estimate each term separately. We start with the first term on the




(*k (U0)&*k (u =)) %k %ky dy




({*k (U0) y U0&{*k (u =) yu =) %2k dy.
It follows from (3.13) that
|*k (U0)&*k (u =)|O(1) =: for |x&s(t)|2=: or | y|2=:&1.
Also we have
|y*p (U0)|=O(1) |y U0 |=O(1) e&:0 | y| O(1) = for | y|=:&1,




{*k (U0) yU0&{*k (u =) yu =
={*k (U0) yU0&{*k (u =)(myU0+O(1) =)
=(1&m) {*k (U0) yU0+O(1) =:my U0+O(1) =
=O(1) =:my *p (U0)+O(1) =
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hence,
} | \*p (U0)&s$*k (U0)&s$+y (*k (U0)&*k (u =)) %2k dy }
O(1) | |y*p (U0)| } |*k (U0)&*k (u =)| %2k dy
O(1) |
| y|2=:&1
|y*p (U0)| } |*k (U0)&*k (u =)| %2k dy
+O(1) |
| y|2=:&1
|y*p (U0)| } |*k (U0)&*k (u =)| %2k dy
O(1) =: | |y*p (U0)| %2k dy+O(1) = | %2k dy
and
} | *p (U0)&s$*k (U0)&s$ ({*k (U0) yU0&{*k (u =) yu =) %2k dy }
O(1) +=: | |y*p (U0)| %2k dy+O(1) += | %2k dy.
Therefore,
























+O(1) = | %2k dy+O(1) = | | %k{&s$%ky | 2 dy











& | |%k{&s$%ky |2 dy+O(1) &&1+ | |y*p (U0) |%k | 2 dy































4 | } *p (U0)&s$*k (U0)&s$ } } |%k | } |M| } |%{&s$%y)| dy
O(1) + | |%{&s$%y | 2 dy+O(1) +2 | |y*p (U0)| %2k dy





4a | } *p (U0)&s$*k (U0)&s$ } } |%k | } |N| } |%y)| dy
O(1) + | %2y dy+O(1) +2 | |y*p (U0)| %2k dy





2 | } *p (U0)&s$*k (U0)&s$ } } |%k | } |F | } |%| dy
O(1) += | %2 dy+O(1) + | |y*p (U0)| :
j{ p
%2j dy




%k[L(u =) Q(u =, R(u = (%y+N%))]k dy
| } *p (U0)&s$*k (U0)&s$ } } |%k | } |%y+N%))|2 dy
| } *p (U0)&s$*k (U0)&s$ } } |%k | } (%2y+|N%| 2) dy
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O(1) + &%&L | %2y dy+O(1) +2 &%&L | |y*p (U0)| :
j{ p
%2j dy




%k[L(u =) E2]k dy2=+ | %2k dy+O(1) =+ | |E2 |2 dy.
Summing these inequalities for all k{ p, we arrive at
:
k{ p
| |y*p (U0)| %2k dy
&
d




+O(1)(=:+&&1+++2++2 &%&L) | |y *p (U0)| :
k{ p
%2k dy
+O(1) =(1++++= &%&L) | %2 dy
+O(1)(+++2 &%&L) | m |y*p (U0)| %2p dy
+O(1)(=+++&+=+++ &%&L) | [%2y+(%{&s$%y)2+%2] dy
+O(1) =+ | |E2 |2 dy.
Integrating with respect to {, we obtain
:
k{ p





[2%k (%k{&s$%ky)+%2k]( y, {) dy
+O(1)(=:+&&1+++2++2 &%&L) || |y *p (U0)| :
k{ p
%2k dy d{
+O(1) =(1++++= &%&L) || %2 dy d{
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+O(1)(+++2 &%&L) || m |y *p (U0)| %2p dy d{
+O(1)(&+=+++=+++ &%&L) || [%2y+(%{&s$%y)2+%2] dy d{
+O(1) =+ || |E2 |2 dy d{.
We finish the proof of Lemma 3.5 by choosing a suitably small con-
stant &. K
3.4. Higher Order Energy Estimates In this subsection, we provide the
necessary estimates on the derivatives of w( y, {). By Sobolev inequality,
this ensures our a priori assumption, (3.8), will be satisfied. With the help
of basic L2 energy estimate, Lemma 3.2, the higher order energy estimates
can be established quite easily.
Differentiate (3.7) with respect to y, multiply on the left of the resulted
equation by wy , integrate over [0, {0]_(&, ), we obtain after integra-
tion by part that
| [ 12w2y+wy (wy{&s$wyy)]( y, {) dy+|| [aw2yy&(wy{&s$wyy)2] dy d{
&|| wyy f $(u =) wy dy d{&|| wyyQ dy d{
=&= || wyyE2 dy d{ (3.20)
Similarly, differentiate (3.7) with respect to y, multiply on the left of the
resulted equation by wy{&s$wyy , integrate over [0, {0]_(&, ) and
integrate by part, we obtain
| [ 12aw2yy+ 12 (wy{&s$wyy)2]( y, {) dy
+|| [(wy{&s$wyy)2+(wy{&s$wyy) f $(u =) wyy] dy d{
+|| (wy{&s$wyy) y f $(u =) wy dy d{+|| (wy{&s$wyy) Qy dy d{
== || (wy{&s$wyy) E2y dy d{. (3.21)
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Now it follows from (3.79) and (3.81) ((3.79)+2 } (3.81)) that
| [ 12w2y+wy (wy{&s$wyy)+aw2yy+(wy{&s$wyy)2]( y, {) dy
+|| [aw2yy+(wy{&s$wyy)2+2(wy{&s$wyy) f $(u =) wyy] dy d{
+|| [&wyy f $(u =) wy+2(wy{&s$wyy) y f $(u =) wy] dy d{
+|| [&wyyQ+2(wy{&s$wyy) Qy] dy d{
== || [&wyyE2+2(wy{&s$wyy)]E2y dy d{
Again, the first two terms of the above equation are positive definite, and
thus control
| [w2y+w2yy+w2y{+(wy{&s$wyy)2]( y, {) dy,
and
|| [w2yy+w2y{+(wy{&s$wyy)2] dy d{,
respectively. Also in view of the basic energy estimates, we already have
control of
| [w2+w2{+w2y+(w{&s$wy)2]( y, {) dy,
and
|| [w2{+w2y+(w{&s$wy)2] dy d{+|| m |y*p (U0)| w2 dy d{.
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Next,
} || wyy f $(u =) wy dy d{ }& || w2yy dy d{+O(1) &&1 || w2y dy d{,
} ||2(wy{&s$wyy) y f $(u =) wy dy d{ }
O(1)(++=) || (w2y+(wy{&s$wyy)2) dy d{,
For the nonlinear terms, we assume (3.8) as before. With
Q(u =, wy)=O(1) |wy | 2, Qy (u =, wy)=O(1) wy (yu =+wyy),
we easily obtain
} || [&wyyQ+2(wy{&s$wyy) Qy] } dy d{
O(1)(&w&L+=) || [w2yy+w2y+(wy{&s$wyy)2] dy d{
+O(1)(&w&L+=) || m |y*p (U0)| w2 dy d{+O(1) = || w2 dy d{.
And for the residual terms, we have
= } || [&wyyE2+2(wy{&s$wyy) E2y] dy d{ }
= || [w2yy+(wy{&s$wyy)2] dy d{
+O(1) =&1 || E2 (x, t)2 dx dt+O(1) = || |xE2 (x, t)|2 dx dt
= || [w2yy+(wy{&s$wyy)2] dy d{+O(1) =6:&3.
Summing up all these estimates and choosing the constant & suitably
small, we conclude
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Lemma 3.6. There exist positive constants +3 , ’3=’3 (+3), and =3=


















y{] d{ dyO(1) =
6:&3
for all { # [0, {0].
Now, our desired a priori estimates, Proposition 3.1, follows easily as a
consequence of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.6. This finishes the proof of
Proposition 3.1.
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
With Proposition 3.1, we can now easily establish Theorem 1.1.
First, for the hyperbolic Cauchy problem (3.7), local (in time) existence
and uniqueness in C1 ([0, {0]; H2 (R)) is standard. Next, using the
standard continuous induction argument for hyperbolic equations, we can
conclude from the a priori estimates, Proposition 3.1:
Proposition 4.1. There exist positive constants +0 , =0 , and C0 , inde-
pendent of =, such that if 0<==0 , ++0 , then the Cauchy problem (3.7)




&w( } , {)&2H2+|
T=
0
&wy ( } , {)&2H 1 d{C0=
6:&3.
From Proposition 4.1, (1.8) and the structure of u =, it follows that, for
each = # (0, =0], there exists a smooth solution u= to (1.2) on R_[0, T],
such that (1.10) is satisfied. Now we verify the asymptotic behavior of the
solution u= as = a 0. For any given # # (0, 1), we choose : in (2.53) such that
:># and 6:&32. Consequently, we have
sup
0tT
&(u=&u =)( } , t)&2 sup
0tT
&w ( } , t)&2= sup
0{T=
&wy ( } , {)&2
C0=6:&2C0=3.
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On the other hand, we have,
sup
0tT




&(u=&u0)( } , t)&2 sup
0tT
&(u=&u =)( } , t)&2+&(u =&u0)( } , t)&2
O(1) =#.
This proves (1.11). Finally we prove (1.12). The standard trick is to use the
Sobolev inequality,
&(u=&u =)( } , t)&L=&wy( } , {)&L
- 2 &wy ( } , {)&12 &wyy( } , {)&12O(1) =(6:&3)2O(1) =.
Then (1.12) follows easily. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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